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,BEEF AND OIL TRUST VILLIANY
'TOWING CO,
CHAUTAUQUA
ITRACTION COMPANY DENIES TO
IS RAPIDLY BREEDING ANARCHY * ASSIGNMENT IOLOSES SUNDAY
EX
TE
ND
LIN
E OVER NEW STREETS
PAD
UCA
H TOWING COMPAN/
SENATQR LODGE__HCILDS NELSON
MORRIS—UP-T-0--SCORNN-It
SENATE FOR CONTEMPT 0F BOOKS—DECLARES PUBLIC
BE MADE TO PAY V.,.:IL.L IIA2ROVZ=2:17:.; Rr.CENTLY INSTALLED—JEERS AT ARGUMENT AGAINST
TIME LABELS.

OVE--R1—T0
YOHN ROCK.

LIABILITIES

LAS PRO VE1`61111h1SUALLY SUC
CESSFUL AFFAIR OF ITS
KIND.

GREATER
EE CT AU ONS OF THE
THAN CAN BE MET
PROMOTERS SURPASSED

WANTS TO GO OUT
BROADWAY TO NIN
ETEENTH AND THEN
OVER TOWARDS MAYF
IEI.D ROAD—A,LDERM
EN DEFER1.i • ..'
3EZ
SENT
TO SECOND CLASS
CITY COINFERENCE ABO
UT LICENSE
TAX.

Washington, D. C., June 20.—The is no longer any honor in American
meat 'trust came in for additional Lusiness.
Last evening at the aldermanic
ses- Chaneblin were absent
sion the Paducah Traction
from
-denunciation its the sendte yesterday. "The hearings before the house
comp
any nitrites gathering, and ,Ald last eveAPP
RAI
SERS NOW AT WORK PRO
asked
erman Patthe°p
"The meat rnonopoiists and the committee have brought out the posi •
ublic
offici
als to sell them ineripresi
FESSOR BATTY
ENTER- more franc
ded.
hises permitting them to
• Standard Oil," declared
VALUING JEWELRY STOCK
Serstitoe tive assurances from the packers,"
The Hokonsb-Lobb tie company
TAINED MAMMOTH CROWD
extend their system over new streets
Lodge, "are responsible for more said Senator Lodge, "that tbere is
of
Chicago, maintains a branch ofAT
JOH
BLEI
N
J.
CH'S
now
not covered by the oar line. In
socialistic opinion, or more anarch- nothing wrong with conditions in
WITH HIS SCIENTIFIC
fice here in Paducah and operates
the
this
grant
now
eietic tendency, than aoy other set packing plants."
desired they went
STORE.
DEMONSTRATIONS.
permission to extend their lines out out of here a boat or two which the
of men in the netioti,Atiday.
When he read from reports of inNot
from Seventeenth and Broadway Paducah officials have assessed for
long ago an infect/4m, with Net- epectoso representing the city of
,
to Nineteenth and Broadway, then municipal tax purpose,. The corneon Morris was published, in which Chicago and state of Illinois, setting John Sinnott Secured Reduction of
Miss Ruth Hemenway, By Especial over South Nineteenth in a south- pany aelos that this assessment be
'be expressed coneefeilt for the forth that it would cost from $300,000
Property Assessment in County
easterly direction to Gutherie avenue, wiped off the books as taxies are alwriters of books. Popsiiilioehe writ- to $700,000 to mabe the changes in
ecpsest, Appears This Evening
and along the avenue to the May- ready paid on the boato at Chicago,
Court—Surveyor Laying Off
ing of books will not lee regarded es the buildings of the packing plants
the home office. Tbeititmest was refield
moil, which will he Tennessee
At the Tent Just Before the
so contemptible aebertineeseinaismuch necessary to make them fit for the
Courthouse Walks.
street when the latter thoroughfare ferred to the finanoe committee for
as this agitationiiises :hem; brought business carried on in diem, and the
"Radium" Lectsre.
is extended. On the mayor laying investigation an. rc makadndation.
.0111••••
-about by a book's publication."oe
$300.00o worth of plueibing would be
their request before the board it was -Miss Mary Lander fell into a ditch
dug on Kentnolloy avenue between
Senator Lodge was speaking upon needed to make ehem sanitary. The
refer
red to the railroad committee
.Yesterday in the county clerk's
Fifth
and Sixth by the contractors
the -1110 Ion of tgeselitor Proetor„ who contrast was brought out strikingly. office at the court
The first annual chateauquas given •to look into the advisability of grant- putting down
house, documents
the storm .ewer and
bad called. up the 'agOkottural appro. '
mg
the
Will Collect Money Back.
fraoc
hise and report hack.
were filed by the Paducah • Towine. ie this city, will be brought to a
eriation measure, incitsdireg the meat
Members
Senator Lodge didn't think the cost company making an aseig
Hank, Starks
S
and
(Continued on Pose Five. )
nmene and close Sunday evening at Wallac inspection.Provistr, at14;-moved that if inspection
would be borne by the naming John Rock as assignee, to park, at which tiro there ends thc
the emote übn4113tifigeffal in • packers without recouping
them - teke charge of the business and wind tenfdeys event which has proven un- WILL MUTUALIZE EQUITABLE
see-teen provisions' 'an& ildritand s selves.
it up. The documents stated the in- ustially successful to the promoters,
• conference.
Directors
Vote .Unanimously .to
"Judging the eitture by the past," eebtedriess of the comp
any was more and very elevating and beneficial
the packers believe that ne—C7ti lo said, "they will collect it back
freen
an
Adop
educational standpoint, tot
t the Amended Charter.
than it could meet therefore the
an tans are as etc!jiW
eee geretel einie-s over from both pro assignment was made
tits thousands who have availed themin
oftler
every
fresh," said the"SlassicloWatite- docers and consumers."
New York, June 21.—The directors
thing could be converted into cash, selves of the opportunities furnished
tor, "le: them announce the-fact thati -Xesterthelese, the senator insis
ted and pro rated between theereditors. fer. indulgence in this progressive of the Equitable Life Assurance Soway. If it ie ispit Tao good,Oho peoplf r that the cost should be paid
It)
by the
Capt. Edward Woolfelk is preli- Hee. It is the initial affair of this ciety tardily troteil. uneninvo
will find it.out Land piacing the datet 'paekers. Steamboat inspe
PREDICTS
Ction
NEis tient and main owner of the towing kind here and naturally it coulld not adopt the amended charter which PRESIDENT
. . -77
.
on the iant,--:".
provides for the mutualization of the
paid for by the owners Of boats and company, whic
No 4? Ile' harm."
be
fewet
okl
how
the people would
BRA
h numbers the late
SKA
NOM
N'S
INA
TIO
N,
society. There were present at the
inspection of the processes of oleo- George Rock
Denotes/0,44,0 od
estate as the 'largest take 4u the venture, sut tl* patron- meeting
9.
URGES SERETARY AS
thirty members of the board
margarine manisfecture is likewise party indeb
age
has
not been lacking in any parted to. The company owns
But it was when the senatior dis• paid
of
direc
tion,
all
of
tinhor
voted
•
for by the manufacturers. Ths the towboat Wool
n
in
OPPONENT.
folk, the Mary ticular, but to the contrary has far favor of the propositio
cussed sanitary conditions in the packe
n. The new
rs are simply trying to defeat Micheal, about
ten fine barges and exceeded the most sanguine expects-, charter provides, amon
Chicago establishments that he was the legis
g. other
lation by raising objections other floating prope
ris. of those taking the project in
rty valued in the thiaond
most scathing. , He roundly de- to it.
things,
the policy 'holders shall'
Their whole business history eeighborhocx1
of $4o,000.
pounced Men of vest business inter-ibas been
'elect twenty-eight directors out of Open Declaration of Chief Ex
The
one of definaoce of the law schedule of liabil
Ever since the opening day re, elte
ities and assets has
coo `who had red their opportunities and the
board of fifty-two riwiratere
utive Regarded As Direct S
governmept.
not yet been made out, showing how nowt! characters celebrated
to no betteripuAiesilithri foe mere! The
the
senators wre not done talk - much the comp
cetin
try over, have appeared and all TELEGR
at Shaw, Fairbanks and Root.
any owed others, and
greed of gain, to give demonstration irg when
APH AND PHONE ONE
ri
adjournment was taken and how much was
doe it, together with a greeted with large audiences which
-of the et o prevalent theory that there the matte
r went over until tomorrow. valuation of
the property controlled. always evidenced their appreciation of Same Wire Used Similtaneously for
All the property wr.II he disposed of the siiperb features by their repeated
Washington, June
Both Kinds of Messages.
al--Ptesideat
immediately. Mr. Woolfolk succeedol eetefn for next presentations. In outRoosevelt tohl callers at.
the White
linin
g the program they took the
the late George Rock as president of
Denver, June
demon- House today and yesterday, that, io
the furniture factory, while the as- pick and choice from among the most stration of the simiultaneous use of
a his opinion, William Jennings Bryan
signee is a son of the detearied, and eminent artists of the day, and their single wire both for telegraphing and will be thaftpenmeratic nominoe
for
Ione of the executors of the Rock selections have won the merited ap- for telephoning was given at the President in teofe, and that the only
twenty-fifth annual convention of the nian the eepsOlicasts can put
eitate. Daniel Fitzpatrick, James pros of the entire community.
up
Y Oxley and last night large Association of Railway Telegraph egainst him successfully
Koger and Saunders Fowler were
is
Willi
am
THROUGH INVESTIGATION OF OIL
were out, and especially after Superintendents, which opened in H. Taft, theliorsent tlishRtary of
chosen yesterday by the court to ap- cro
AND FUEL DEPOSITS OF
war.
night
UNITED STATES AND BEST METHOD
fall,
prais
when hundreds paced the this city today. More than one hun- The president, it , is known, has
e
the
towi
ng
company's boats.
S FOR MINING THEM.
deed
super
mmot
inten
h
dents
tent. The evening enterYesterday afternoon the West Kenare in attend- definitely *roached the matter of
AND AUHORITY FOR PRESIDENT
TO WITHDRAW FROM
tucky Coal company filed suits in the tainment opened with an interesting ance. The sessioss will continue Taft as presidental timber no Senat
PUBLIC ENTRY ALL LANDS Sn UND
or
ERLAID ARE PRO- 'United States
court here, against the and instructive lecture by Mr. Wil- two days, after which the superin- Dick, of Olgo,
,evid
the
VIDED IN JOINT RESOLUTION INT
pereut
tende
nts will spend three days on pose or
RODUCTED IN SENATE 'towing company, for
organize
$2,000 claimed liam S. Bettis, and this was followed excursions
Ohio in Mr.
in this state.
e address and deen
due for fuel furnished the concern's by tame
Taft's intepast.
ns tion of
otra
tor Dick is the
towboats by the coal people. The "Liqu'd Air and Wireless Telehead of doe Ohio organization, and,
MORGAN Ss YEARS OLD.
.boats were attached to satisfy the graphy" by Professor W. B. Patty,
be it said has oat encouraged the
one of the eminent scientific
debt.
president's lidvances.
men of Alabama Senator Celebrates
Birthday
the country. This was the
The nesvotack of the president has
first time
Wiasbington, June 21 —The first • "Whereas
wirel
ess
by
Urgi
teleg
ng
stirr
Sea
raphy
Valu
ed up %tense intetest in WashLeve
ing
was
l
Jewel
Citna
ry
L
ever demonStock.
, It is the interests of the
move in congress toward carrying coal
strated to a Paducah audie
ington. It had been expected that
and oil cutotnners of the counnce,
and
J. H. Wanner, Joseph letter and eH there
out President Rooeevithfs govern- try
Washington, June
availed therm selves of every
at —Senator Mr. Tait would .go on •the supr
that the extent and character of D. B. Sutto
eme
▪
n, all local jeweices„ yes, moment to grasp
rnent ownership of cosi and oil fields these
as much knowledge Morgan today celebrated his eighty- bomb in the fall, when Justice
deposits be accurately deter- terday start
-was enadle today by Senator La Fol- mine
ed
the
work of appraising
second birthday by making a tong Drown will ratit
.
d that the country may know the jewel
e, though this shift
tette, of Wieeseivain.
ry stock of John J. Beeich of
speech in the senate in support of thc has never been,Snore
Senator. Is tins amount of its fuel suppl
(Con
tinu
ed
On
Page
Five.
)
than tentatively
y and Broadway near Third stree
Follette introduced a joint 'etiolation may
bill for a sea level canal across the decided upon. Ur. Tae
t. The latadop
has not said
tailing first for a thorough investi-i conserve t such measures as will ter made an aseignment the first of
Isth
mus of Panama. Senator Perkins positively tboteage will,F
INSURANCE "LIBERALITY"
ii for the benefit of the
olte
the proffer
, ration of the fug, and oil deposits' whole
this
week, and these three were
supported the lock plan of canal. He of the juditiar"place.
people; so be it
.,of the United States and the best
name
d
by
the
coun
ty court to value One Company Desires to Give
admitted that his preference woul
"Resolved, by the senate (the
The president's talk can mean only
d
Forty
method's of mining them ;and, sec- botne" of
be for a tide level canal if practice- that he now . desir
representatives concurring), the stock of jewelry on hand. They
es to show Mr.
Cents on the Dollar at
oncl. resolving that. tisq,?pre,ijdent be That the secre
ble, but said that so much time Talk the possibilit
tary of the interior will finish Oren work today.
'Frisco
y of ihi3 elevation
euthorirecl to withdraw from entry cause to
be made a thorough investsoudd be required
to construct to the presidency, add
aid ogle all public lands known : gation of
keep him in
Sap Francisco, Jose21.—
r
.
°or
V'.s
Farm
the
R.
uch
fuel,
Bids.
a water way that he considered the cabinet and in the arena
lignit
e'
and oil
be underlaid with, fuel or oil..
Vosni
of acer, who says he represents
; deposits of the United State
the it quite out of the question.
s and retive politics.
As it takes ten days in which to American Insurance
in his special massage to Congress, port to congr
ess the nature, extent get
Company of BosIn mentioning Taft as the man to
submitted with the report on the in- and hest
bids upon the new poor farm ton, arrived at
methods of ',reining the some
Oakl
and yesterday DROUTH
beat &yam, the presicleot,hits a leftMAICES
vestigetion of the Standard Oil corn- so as opera
buildings, it will be about July
GOO
D
from
Chicago. Homer stated that
loth
te them with the least
WHEAT.
he
handed blow at Fairbanks, Shaw, and
pay ,Presidetrt Roosevelt recom- amount
before the proposals, according to
hed been Lent here to
of waste; and be it
the
settle with
--even
mended that congress consider a plan
at his eriend frpgteotecretary of
archi
tect
who
says
the
"Resolved, That the president be
he does not know
policy-holdere of the company
ender which those oil and coil 'flelth authorized
on Dry Spring Said to Have Caused Big state, alt of whom are most protniwhet
her
he
plans
will
i
the
compl
basis
to
ete
with
'the
of
draw from entry
eo cents on zhe dollar.
remairrin under govcroment_enntrol—and
Harvest Arl_ Srutthorn MAN&
lie said oleo tire corm:tally's
II
.
O
cot d
Iosos in
contimred under thl, con- underlaid with
Coinc
tmntl
ident
Yinel
itmne
e:V
eidey
takin
d aitf7
g
.
'
- 1h
so
iAa"-re-vival
long
San
for
coal,
'the contractors
Francisco amounted to
lignite or oil,
-Ito] He made the recommendation and all such
Alto
of
Pass,
the
IlL,
$1,20
Jne
0.000
Taft presidential boom, was
21.—S
,
to
ingui
get
arly
up their figures, the contract of which $2oo,000
land. which,in the judgwas reinsured.
in view of the tendency toward rail- meat of the
enought, the ereeptionlydy large another signiticam speech
cannot be awarded before the time
direc
delivered
road monopoly of the country's fuel al survey, conta tor of the geologiccrop
s of wheat and early apples now by Semite! Guinpers, president
ins depositr of coal, mentioned!. Judge Lightfoot hoped LEAVE
of the
CONGRESS; RUN
being harvested in southern Illinois American Federation
titIPtelYi
t lignite
and
oil,
be
of Labor, in
withheld to get it awarded by the first of next
FOR STATE SEN
'Small chance exists of favorable from entry or
ATE. are accredited' to the long drouth in which the tabor leader again serves
month, but cannot.
consideration of the La Follette reso- congrese sihall sale until such time as
the spring, whiciti at the time greatly notice of the
'New York, June 21.-1..on
determine otherwise."
active entry of organgressman
lotion at this ilessioh, but, comeng
alarmed) the farmers.
Timothy D. -SkrIllivan left for
The wheat lied labor into politics. It relat
.
Only
Wash
One
es to
Deed.
from La Follette and itutApir Alf, the POSTMASTE
crop is the bergest and the quality the Taft
;noes
RS
propaganda, in that Mr. Taft's
Property lying out in the county natio yesterday to prepare his resig- best ever known
pfesident's course, 444- eonswerm4
n as a member of the
here.
.
ARE APPOINTED. has been sold
record in dealing with labor disputes
house.
significant.
by Master commis- Mr. Suiliven's
in Ohio, accoeding to the general
resig
natio
n
was
sione
r
reCecil
Reed to Lee Waisner quired under
ROOSEVELT HONORS GIANT
The resolution folloirs: ' • •
• Ludlow Petty Wqns at Shelb
the law, as he will be
opinion here, would render him poyville pursuant to order
s issued in the cir- it eawdidate for
_ and Mrs. Kirk at Paintsvile.
the
litica
lly weak. He granted a long
state
'Whereas', The troverttlent 'ttf the'r Witshingto
senat
tile
e
this
court
Receives Mathnow,' Big Man From
. The deed was filed with fall, and
eeti, June 21.—PrtSident
the constitution provides
'United States owns
lisit of ink dons in his capacity of
c than 40,- Romerveliti yeste
the
coun
ty
Russi
a,
clerk
at
the
'Whi
yesterday.
te House.
rday sent to the s-enthat no persipn shall be
000,000 acres of publi(v1104,tor
eligible to
Wasbington, June V.—President federal it As, and in some caws, imderla
the kgielatute who, at
'with coal and lignitk elteigeite, itt‘ ate the "Mowing Kentucky Postoffice
•.
the time of Roosevelt this afternoon received prisoned officlails of labor organizeand nominations: Orrin A.
Assessment Reduced.
Urge areas of lands containing
his election is, or within
Reynolds.
too days Math-new ,the Russian giant. Mtath-Prior's.
oil Coringtott; 'George W. Bury
Judge Lightft • yesterday in
, Clindeposits; and
•
the preiriotof thereto, has been, a
‘
member now 'was accompanied by his wife.
coun
•
ty
ten;
court
Thom
ordered reduced from of congress.
as F. Beadles, Fulton;
'1Vhoreas,
fe
indanthl Ludlow P. Petty, Shelb
The president received him in StoreStole
°
to
Viso,
Bosworth in Rate.
the
yvill
e: Edni
development of the
assessment on
,•Ittt, 'heat'y. Kirle Paintseille;
tery
Loeb's office, shaking hands
prem
ier
belonging to John Sinetoit Cioquoisi
Perry Westerand power and light, are large
Frankfoet, Ky., June 31.—Henry
Business Men Try
ly de- field, Sebree.
with him and wishing him well.
ato Eleventh and Clay stree
pendent upon this Simply of
ts. Tire
to Secure Glass
osw
B
,Volduetakr elate treas(11
coal,
The
appo
hotte
intm
d of supervisors for the
ent of Ludlow F.
Works.
lignite and oil; and
,
county 'uero
D -in,
urer, tonight atmentneed his'tandidacy
June
Henr
y
Petty
Coun
ty
Goes
at
21.—
Dry.
Shelb
The
had
yvill
Come
value
ends
d
a
long
the property at $toteci for menial deb,
"Whereas; These public lands
for the Demochtde nomination for
of this city, is cornare frght and is g renter
t one in view county and istate tax purposes,
eubitct to entry and sale and
Sulph
ur,
Ky.,
June
reesh
21.—
Auditor.
icati
The
but
resul
ng
,are
with
t
of the opposi
an Indiana glass
iro--+
, aniere'S‘In4,sold to
W. Yerks the owner claimed this was entir
,of the voting tinder 'the county unit
individtsals altd toworks concern in an effor
ely
we'
'
- t to 'seine 'bill in Henr
olitical ene- tr. much, and appealed
nre rapidly pasMotit ii.m14 O.,;o".i - teVeg,
y county gives Leos ma- House tasses Bill For Presito the coline a plant for Du Quoin.
A
bonu
ty
s
court where a reductioi•
of j riot for puffin'', whisky
t of
of corporations that are it
of $1,
room is being subscribed
nir
out. The
dent's Traveling Expenses.
tr. Yeike and1211- yias made.
by the temperance people
Inv a monopoly of the c
of the ()minty have
oil ojen • ante
¶buni
ness
Washington, June 21—The bill apmerit and it is thought
•
.
tee
the worked hard, and arc
e eapply; and
gratified to propriatinglaspoo for the traveling
the company can be induced
lisisslor IT
Ildelk
to locate know that not one
(Continued on Page
'
precinct vot,
Slx.)
the industry in this city.
'Rot expenee, of thirormident was passed
tee saloon.
by the hotsse---ttrii. ty6; gyre

WM. J. BRYAN
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TO PREVENT TRUSTS GETTING CONTROL OF SUPPLY
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SECRET OROER
ROLLER SKATING SHOOTING CASE LEAVES FOR
SHEFFIELD
CEREMONIES
HAS DIED OUT WAS LEFT OPEN
SEEMS

THAT

THE

OF EVIDENCE HEARD MR. LAGOMARSINO DEPARTS
AGAINST ROSE THOMAS
TOMORROW TO LOCATE
YESTERDAY.
THERE.

LITTLE PART

ONES HAVE PASSED THE
SPORT UP.

For a While It Was Great Pleasure Terry Tucker Was Ordered Turned He Will Open a LaLrge Buffet With
Over to the Juvenile Court, AcPool and Billiard Rooms
For the Little Ones, But Not
His
Tender
Age.
People.
count
Attached
Old
Enjoyed By

It seems that titte roller skating
craze that struck this city last fall
t
iassfor
streets
been
seen,
on
the
have
chillong
while
the
weeks. For a
dren actually, .mionopolizd the entire
siderialk with their skates, sweeping
everything in front of them. The
pleasure seelaars have about skated
out all their desire for this sport, and
it seems to have been passed up
for the time being like other indulgences of this character.
For a while the children swarmed
so that the city legislative authorities were appealed to to enact laws
prohibiting it, but the officials debelieving
cided this unnecessary
that1 the healthy exetr4e did the
children more good than the older
people were endangered to accident
by being crashed into and knocked
down.
Many accidents of a minor nature
happened to the little ones by falling
while they were flying over the pavements, but for months this did not
de ter them in 'their pleasure.
THE LAST OF THE
AMERICAN BISON.

Judge Sanders yesterday left open
the warrant in which Rose Thomas is
charged with shooting at Lottie Ladd
Sntitrtin,y right
13:41-t Af the &Iddence was heard and the balance will
be taken today.
John Gaither was fined $to and
costs on the charge of breach of the
peace.
Terry Tucker was turned over to
the juvenile court, he being a small
lad accused of fighting.
Dave Scruggs was fined $3 and
costs and Willie Parker was fined $1
and costs for fighting. ,
There was left open the warrant
charging Louis Rona, colored, with
s fling whiskey without a license. It
will be taken up today, the officers
seeking more testimony.
CITY

TAXES.

City Treasurer Dorian Will Have Office Open Tommorrow Night.
City Treasurer John J. Dorian will
have his office open tomorrow evening at the City Hall for the accommodation of those property owners who cannot get down during the
day to pay their taxes. The. treasurer will have his' office open several
nights next week for the benefit of
the public. H.' has a big week before hint as all the city taxes for
the first half have to be in by the
last of this. month, ease the ten per
cent penalty goes on

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS

6E1 THROUGH
YOUR CORRESPONDENCE

READY

FOR ANNUAL MEMORIAL

BY USING THE

AFFAIR.

There Are Fourteen Departed Mem...

Are

THAT PLEAS ES
Phones:
NEW—

420
OLD-

202-R
------

KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121S 4th St.

Mr. Louis A. Lagomarsino will
The local Knights of Pythias have
leave tomorrow for Sheffield', Ala., completed arrangements for the an.,kl
!
.i
all
ik"
-4
to locate and, enter business, but hi3
mentnrint aaaparaees_
V-.
family will not folow him for some morning at which time the sermon
.1
.
,4.1
4
•
...
Li(
days.
••• A2
will be delivered to them by Rev.
.A A
:
\
\
11 :
With his departure Paducah loaas lashman at the Cumberland Presbya popular citizen. and his friends wish terian church. Mr. Aubrey S. Barkshim well in his new field.
c:ale, the lodge keeper of records and
Mr. Lagomarsino is a member cf seals, has
sent the following out to
the Elks' Building company that has
each
member
directing them to athome
charge of constructing the new
tend;
being erected by this lodge on North
Fifth street and he said his departure "The annual memorial services of
would not trecestate his resigna- Paducah lodge No. 26, Knights of
tion as a director of the company, hythias, will be held at the Cum
because the concern would be a berlanal Presbyterian church, Sunday
"
thing of the past in about thirty morning, June 24th, 1906.
,days, when the structure will be com- "Members will meet at Castle Hall
pleted and formally turned over to at half past ten, sharp, and attend
the lodge by the company avhich these services in a body. You are
then goes out of existence, as its se- requested, and urged, to be present."
lection by the lodge was for the sole
The list of the dead is L. D.
purpose of managing the construc- Caldwell, Gus Claric, James A. Bryan,
tion of the home.
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Gleischman, Abram L. Weil, C. J.
for a number of years past, but at
Wilson, Harry Wheeler and J. M.
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the
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pany dissolved, it being decided not Bunker. It is in their memory that
to give any more annual entertain- .:his service is conducted.
ments as by the one last May the
St John's Celebration.
1
promoters lost about ST 50o.
At Benton tomorrow the Masons
hold their St. John's day celebration,
Building the Bridge.
The African natives were much 'n- v hile at Lovelaoeville the Masons and
terested in the building of the great Odd Fellows combine and g.ve a
bridge' across the Zambesi at Victoria mammoth affaie. Many people from
Falls. They were mystified as the this city will be at both places, but so BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
--roar4911.
cantilever arms crept out from the the most, probably, will be at LoveMAIN
AND
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STREET, LOUISVILLE, KY.
cliffs. A chief was asked by his col- laceville. At that place Hon. Hal S.
lictor what he thought about it. He Corbett of this city will be the
replied that the playmates of the gods orator of the day. At LaCenter tocould, of course, do anything, and morrow night a new mason.,c lodge
vette on to say that evidently the chief will
be instituted.
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bieles,old pattern,* and test models, and kern of- our remarkable
he pinned his faith to a tragedy tc.r to help initiate a large class into the
!WOKS and wesdierlfsi sow sews made possible by selling from factory
the first engine and tr -Ol that wo-ild Modern Woodmen of America lodge.
direct to rider with so middlemen's profit*.
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information by simply writing us a primal.
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the train reached the middle.
We need a Skim. Amapa in every town and can offer an .opportunity
INJURED PEOPLE.
a view to seeing his prophecy fulfilled
So make mosey to suitable young men who apply at once.
he came with a full retinue, molt:ding
--many wives: and saw the tracks, come Otto Dickerson's
Arm Will Not
LY
Have To Be Amputated—Others
oven. We believe that he was sadly
Price $
disappoined, and that the faith of Fri,
Hurt.
.50 Per Pair:
tribe in him as a prophet ha.: waned.
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Mir. Otto Dickerson's ilitirecl arm
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contointres improving, and now the
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gry
U OUT DIE
Will Start Battle for $roo,000 Estate. physicians hare no doubt but what
(CASH WITH WIDER
Denver, Colo., June 21.—Miss Jessie it will not necessitate amputation
MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
S's.)NO
Result of 15 years experience in tire
F. Anderson, the telegraph operator He was shot ten days ago in the arm
at the IB yawn Palace Hotel, who fell 'at Blodgett. Mo.. by an officer serv- making. No danger from THORNS,CACNollos tho thlek robber tread
1 vs. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
ell" and ponetura strips"B"
heir to $roo,000 by the death of ,her ing a warrant charging Dickerson Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
and ::13," aim rim strip "II"
sister, Mrs. Nellie B. Culvon of Los , with carrying concealed weapons.
So greweat rim eutUng. This
be -,.ulcanized like ;111V other tire.
dr* will outlast any other
the
Two Hundred Thousand pairs ..ow km actual ine. Over
Angeles, will have to fight to get
Hostler Wlm. McCann. of the I Coventy-tire Thousand pairs sold last year.
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money. Suit to break Mrs. Culver's
IIMSORIPTIONt Made in all sizes. It I. lively and easy riding, wry durable and lined inside
will is to be instituted .by Mrs. Bar- C.. is confined at his horn': with pain - with
a special quality of rubber. which never becomes porous and which claws up small punctures
clay Hampton of this city, a sister of kit bruises caused 'by fii!ling from without allowin• the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers abating
that their tires have only bees pumped lip pew or twice in•whole semon. They weigh no more than
an
engine
at
Eleventh
Broad:nid.
the dead woman.
ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities being Oven by several layers of thin, specially
tol:onscions. an
prepared fabric on the tread. That "'holding Back" sensation commonly felt when riding on asphalt
The stit is to be 'brought on be- way. He was knocked
or soft road. is overcome by the patent "Basket Weave" tread which prevents all air from being
half of eight heirs—brothers and si?-!
squeezed out between the tire and the road thus overcoming all suction. The regular price of these
Constance.
old
girl
the
eight
'r
ytires is .gli.yo per pair, but for advertising purposes we are making•special factory price to the rider
ters of Mrs. Culver, The groun.ls
only $4.80 per pair. All orders shipped same day letter Is received. We ship C.O.D. on •pproval.
of Mr. Charles Toyner, of "ourteenth of
You do not pay a cent until you have examined and found them strictly as represented.
:ire that Mrs. Culver was too inconiWe will allov•cash dlonount of :t per cent (thereby making the price 84.66 per pair) if vou send
and Clay streets. is starring from a
peterit mentally to know what she
rim". UASII WITH ORDEr and enclose this advertisement. We will also mod one nickel
badly bruised arm cause-) by falittg plated
brass hand pump ant: ..ro Sampson metal puncture closers on full paid orders (these metal
was doing.
1
hal puncture closers to be used in case of intentional knife cuts or heavy gashes). Tires to be returned
• from a tree into which she
it 011itt expense if for any reason they are not satiafactory on examination.
climbed.
We are perfectly reliable and money sent to us is as safe as in a bank. Ask your Postmaster,
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"Saves 25 per cent.. of the Operator's1
Time which is your time.

In action.
offer for sale the
I will first
formula known as the Shoffner formula and the trade mark belonging to it.) I will • then next offer
for sale the formulas known as the
Hayes formulas, and the trade marks
belonging to same; I will then, next
offer all the machinery and fixtures of
every kind and description esed in
the manufacture of medicine by the
Sl-offner-Hayes Medicine company,
and
all
medicine, ,..merchandise,
printed matter, and all other material of every kind and description
belonging to said corporation, including the good will, except the afore=aid accounts, etc.
After making the aforesaid salts
separately, I will then offer for sa;e.
a I the aforesaid formulas, trade
marks, medicines, fixtures, machin
c., above described as a whole, and
will accept the highest and best h:d.
If the aforesaid sale shoulld fail
to bring sufficient amount to pay
the liabilities of said corporation, I
%ail: then after for‘sale to the high mid best bidder for cash, all the
I.- ell, secee-cts, notes, and choses in
h
:ging to said corporation.
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Underwood Typewriter Co.,
DO NOT BUT A

Encrosz

0PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES"
$4.80
vrr-ora
.80

Banker, Express or Freight Agent or the Editor c4 this paper about us. If you order • pair eil
these tires, you will foul that they will ride easier, tun faster, wear better, last longer and look
finer than any tire you bove ever used or seen at any price. We know that you will be so well p;eased
that whes you want a tricycle you will give us your order. We want you to send us •small trial
offer.
All tax payer.; are 'newly respect' order at three, hence this remarkable tire
bellt-up-wheeds noddles pedals, ports and repairs, littu
t
remindeal that the first half 0
everything it. the bicycle line are sold by us at half thew
men.
Write
for
our
big
oUN
dealers
and
repair
DRY
prices
charged
by
cataloirue.
city taxes are now tine.
hut write us a postal today. DO NOT THINK OP lit VINO,'
bicycle or a pair of tires from anyone until you know the yew air.
Ten per cert re-nalty is added tot
offers
we
are
making.
It only costs• postal to learn everything. Write it NOW.
'Ilieniderfut
ail June bills remaining unpaid Juiy.
LEST YOU FORGET.

00AS1ER-BITAKESt,

DO NOT WAIT

the first. We desire that you escape
this additional cost, and also the .111
noyance f waiting your turn in the
rush of the last few days. Therefore
we request you to kindly call at the
treasurer's office soon as possibl.
an greatly oblige yours,
JOHN J. DORIAN,

IIFJID CYCLE COMPANY, Dept.i"JL" CHICAGO. ILL

GOOD MORNING
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BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.
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have a full line
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Garden Hose, Nozzles,Sprinkling Sled*
etc.,
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Help

grades

and

various pr:zes.
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down t he dust.

EdD.Hannan
Roth Phones sor.

132 South P ourth Sc., 323 Kentucky MIMI&
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Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorpora9,"/

General Cartage Business

D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
•
W. T MILLE?,Agent.
520 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY'

W. R. HAYES, Trustee.
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The buffalo should be preserved and
renewed in the forest reserves. The
number remaining are but few. Fortunately the little flocks in captivity
are widely scattered, so that no unexCROPS NEED RAIN.
pected epidemic can suddenly complete their extermination.
Jones Reports That Many ToThe Austin Corbin herd at Meri- Mr.
bacco Beds Have Already
dden, N. H., now numbers one hunBurned.
dred and fifty-four fine animals, onehalf of which are males. The new
Mr. George Jones, the ex-councilherd in the Yellowstone Park. says a
who now resides near Marott's
man
writer ;n Outing Magazine. was startyesterday
while in the city
Mil.
ed a few years ago with eigtfteen
was badly
more rain
stared
that
cows firom The Flathead herd and
needed in his neighborhood as the
three bulls from the Goodnight herd
the sun was something
n Texas. Three calves have sine: heat from
already hundreds of Tofearful
and
been captured from the wild herd in
been destroyed, and
hech
have
bacco
the mountains, and the total number
adational damage effected in
riesch
now is forty-three. They are inclosed
tine. For the past few days
in a large field near .the Mammoth the ertae
rains
have fallen. but trreat inlight
Hot Springs. and form one of the
been
inflicted before that
jury
had
most interesting spectacles in thn
warm nays.
the
time
by
park. The wild buffaloes in the park
at the time of its reservation numbered about four hundred. The poachers and head hunters pursued them
remorselessly until tardily enacted
laws put an end to the nefarious trafHaving been selected trustee of the
fic. Concealed 'n the most unfre- Shoffner-Hayes Medicine company, of
quented part of the park, the calves Paducah, Kentucky, by a vote of
exposed to wolves oral mootain more than two-thirds of the stock
lions, the number has steadily declin- holders of said corporation, for the
ed. 'Six were found dead in the deep purpose of winding up and settling
snow last spring. And only about the business of said corporation, I as
twenty remain alive.
such trustee will on the 9th day of
The Flathead herd in Montana,
1906, between the hours of to
•
when divided and partly sold a few a. in. and 4 p. in., at the place of
years ago, had increased to nearly
business of said corporation on the
three hundred. They were the proBroadway streets,
geny of about thirty-five calves saved earner of 7th and
offer for sale to
Kentucky,
Paducah,
by the Indians at the time of the
bidder for cash
the
best
highest
and
final general slaughter, when the hide
•
follows:—
as
hunters were engaged in their deadly
of said corformulas
the
of
All
work. It was a profitable business
the formula
includes
which
peration,
venture, for the animals are now
and
formula,
Shoffner
as
the
Lnown
worth over two hundred
dollars a
_
Hayes ,NEBRASKA
the
as
formulas known
$5oo.000
LOSES
piece.
The Hon. James Philip (best known formulas and all trade marks beamong his friends as "Scotty" Philip) langing to each of said formulas; Court Kills Chance of Recovering
Defalcation of Former
ha a herd near Fort Pierre, S. D.. also all machinery and fixtures!
Treasurer.
description
and
which has increased from about of every , kind
Lincoln. Neb.. June v.—By a dccitwenty-three. to one hundred and eigh- used by said corporation in the manuteen. They an.. in a ett,iro.-• pro to. facture of its medicines; also all of .ion of the Nehraska ciprerne -court
c.ality admirably adapted to the buf- the stock, medicine, merchandise, anu today the last chance of the state of
falo, among the bluffs of the upper yinled matter of every kind and de- Nebraska to recover $5oo.000, the
Mississippi river. These animals are srription belonging to said corpora- amount of the defalcation of former
magnificent specimens of the pure ton; also the good will of said State Treasurer Joseph S. Bartley,
plains breed. The Good ni gh t herd corporation. This sale to embrace has gone. On the groutyll that the
now numbers forty-fotsr.—Searchligh?, atd include all the assets of every hill of exceptions in the case wa-. not
properly certified to the wormy..."
kind and description belonging to
court the exceptions were qtrasilv:d.
said corporation, except book acME:=112=11Tatal1=1122=2:1121
Bartley was in offer from 1893 to
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LOST PARADISE.

I En Books as Well as in Life Them
Are Certain Strong Family
Besznehlance.

BY BAILEY PAIN.
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For some time the man had seemed
be asleep. He sat back in one corIco
of
life
the
of
learned
Evalis‘',110
Viwotugh
hint
One may imagine an artist attempt,
A recent dispatch, from
ner of the carriage, his eyes closed, the
story,
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own
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may
a
to
song
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paint
a
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wager,
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lower lip dropped, his slack lingers
A song ;may aecomplish what al imaginary in all probability, has serv- without using a single tone of yellow nursing in his lap the pipe that he NO. no
llaeart-broken father and huadreris oi sal -lo fasten the belief in the moth- let us say, or blue, says Frederic Ta
had relinquished. opposite to him sat
friends have failed to do. The him- er's insied that her Rich, with a cross- ber Cooper, in the Dooktrs.n. In tht his wife, a shrunken woman with tight
resame way one may imagine a nov
plc words of "The Lost Glee; sung od eye and a nick in his ear, will
lips, fiat hair, and an anxious aye. As
ellst writing a story of a man and a
in a sweet voice may fall upon the turn to her.
she
watched him and pursued the train
woman, so detached from the outside
sear of some one who knows v..11,,te
of her thoughts she now and then
America.
Central
of
their
ancesWealth
so
regarding
Timber
world,
for
silent
el
Richmond Byers is and has be
as if with disapproval.
Nearly all of the northern and try, their past lives, their present shook her head
the past two years. And that ziersoa
garrulous, but was
was
natarally
She
eastterti part of Guatemala is covered surroundings, so nearly a record of
with heart touched by a son,As a girl she
herself.
restraining
that heredity and
the word- pictures of a sorrowing with a dense 'tropical forest, consist- two naked souls,
than not; none
pretty
had
been
rather
for once to
irnother waiting with anms outsto4ch- ing of mahogany, different kinde of environment may be said
could have guessed it now.
picture,
a
But
such
woods. be eliminated.
ed for the return of her sweet-fasse cedar, chicle and -other hard
Suddenly the man sat up and
logs can such a story, would be a mere tour
his eyes; he tapped the bowl
child have failed to make an irepres. Along streams down,, which
opened
de force, not an honest transcript from
sakm, will take Richmond Byers, for -be floated much of the mahogany life. Every landscape must contain. of his pipe against his boot and bewhom almost an (nitre nose: has has been cat, but as yet very little of In varying degrees, some yellow and gan to refill it..
tioufite—hisd a. Wee- sleep," said the
been hunting, back to 'Seeleyville and the other woods have been marketed.
This is especially true•of the detoatia sena blue Ever,y-htunen storyWOOLLII.
home.
concern itself with traits inherited
The man seemed in no hurry to anFd----17-11C1 mews of Pesten, Alta Verapaz ana
Ta -ene Nri7' wtitT
La' acquired through
AVttA
IN WALLPAswer. He was startles; blandly at the WE ARE NOV/ aolss'aek.o.a sit-.
-do Hargrave of Jasonville,
the company we keep.
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN 0 FFERED.
train
local
Most
of
to
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still
the
belong
forests
as
flat,
little
country
sliding
4
to
piece
his
who has dedicated
And the novelist to whom his charIT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TO
The proceed; the government, and the usual meth- acters are a living reality, men and puffed and waddled on its slow way to
Richmond Byers.
his pipe was ORFER YOU,
from the sale of the song will be (Pd 0Sf sectwing the timber is by con- women whom he thinks of as having the sea. It was not until
and told her
deposited in the First National hank cession by Which a certain nutriber of an existence outside the pages of his Lit that he turned to her
he had not been asleep at all.
132222422======
of jasonville to be heild as a reward trees are cut at a given price p.m- book, needs no pi..naptnga from Dar- that
been asleep?" she said, in a
"Not
a
(me,
or
stipulated sum- is paid for win In order to make us recognize
for "any one who shall restore to
For the next few days Wallpahigh-pitched, aggrieved voice. "Well,
-ills went, little Richmond Byers or the timber on a given tract. It is the ties of blood and of propinquity
per that is usually sold elsewhere
parbeen
I've
that.
Why,
known
I'd
If
to
titles
an
not
to
easy matter
get
give any information that may lead
—any more than the photographic ticularly careful not to wake you all
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
-directly to his recovery before Jan. large tracts of land in Guatemala, as lens needs to be prompted in order this time."
isc per roll.
it is discouraged by the government to show, in a family group, how the
without
man,
the
said
you,"
"Thank
us ally sold at roe we will
Sc,sc
These concessions are not usually father's eyes, the mother's lips are
Large Sale is Expected.
enthusiasm. "Look here," he continsell for
'Paper
Mr. Hargrave has written other granted for a longer period than five mirrored back in the faces of son ued. meditatively, "when I was first
....Paper usually sold at Sc we will
eons and they have proved good years. Sometimes it is stipulated and daughter.
--er--taken ill, and you had to get me
sell at sc.
sellers. When he read the story of that if a certain number of trees are
It is not venturesome to say that signed up and put away—"
be in some of our best English novels,
We carry a large and cernplete
-the disappearance of Richmond By- cut during that time they must
"Now, George, please don't remind
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
In "Belinda" and "Emma," in "The me," said the little wonsan, with some
ers he wrote "The Lost Child." The renewed.
The pine forests are liersiutd, being Newcomes" and "The Mill on the
and Window Shades in all colors.
piece has lately come from the press
appearance of distress.
A large line of roofing and buildyou
•and ha alreaely met with a good in the mountainons country princi- Floss," there is often more heredity
reminded
being
mind
don't
"If I
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
iialejl Mir 'Hargrave believes that pally and inacoa;sible. Most of the than Miss Edgeworth or Miss Austen, needn't," said the man,stolidly. "What
thousands: of dollars may be raised to lumber used comes from the United than Thackeray or George Eliot were I want to know is when I was taken
be used as a reward to the person Skates, principally from Californ;a. conscious of putting there. Take any ill was I in any way violent? Did I
who will return the little boy with The forests of this country are, gen- novel of the first magnitude, in which want to do murder to anybody?"
"No; fortunately we were spared
a nick in his ear to the sorrowing realty SA inaccessible that the rail- • whole household is described, three
Seeleyville parents. Many of the re- road companies import nearly all generations of genial, kindly gentle- that. You didn't even try to break up
tailere who have offered the song to their ties and even import coal, be- folk, the sort of family that it would the furniture. So far as your doing
the trade have found it necesaary to cause it is difficult for them to get be a privilege to know in real life. any harm was concerned, I might have
enough firewood.—New York Her- One of the granddaughters, let us say, kept you at home all the time, only the
send in larger orders.
Is the author's chief concern, and the d ictor said It wouldn't do. No; you
The cover for "The Lost Child' ald.
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wire going to buy—well,
doll. Underneath this cut is a pic- band and wife, says American Medi- not a vital matter
Statistics prove that among has worked out the heredity for you, ii.nit to them. You owned three gold
ture of Riclernond Byers. the same cline
down to the tenth mines and I don't know what else. It
that has been teed in almost enery married men over twenty years of like logarithms,
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"Was it?" said the man slowly
good and bad, back to their
the cover is a brief history of the those who remain sine. Among qualities,
sources; to oonjectare about "Well its all over now. I'm sitting in
various
the
mordivorced
and
widowed
Ilye-s
the
Richmond
of
disappearance
her many things which the author a third smoker, going to the seaside
sand the plan for saving rhe money tality is eecceptionaly greet. Suicides
once mentioned, perhaps nev- on a fiver borrowed from my brother
sew
derived from the sale of the song among the unman-ied are much more er even thought of. In books, as wall Wee didn't want to lend it. When
married.
the
sewing
than
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as a ;award for his return.
certain fain- that's done I go back to work at two
The matrimonial state promotes tem- as in real life, there are
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that are never err quid a week."
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form.
every
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The lines of the song follow:
"Yes, you know what your position
Uced until pointed out by some cosSad is the home where a mother is the probable duration of lite of a paraUve stranger.
well enough now. You're as sane
Is
married man of thirty exceeds that
waiting.
anybody, but think bow awful it
as
five
Hoping and longing for tidings in of his unmarried brother by
for me then." Once launched
sr-sa
ware. and the wife may inspect to
vain,
OLD, OLD STORY.
THE
nron the subject of which she had not
single
Sadly she mourns with heart that is live one year longer than a
wished to be reminded she seemed
woman of the same age.
breaking.
Rut the Night Grew Suddenly rather to 'Ike to dwell upon it; possiOnly to see her lost darkiag twain;
Chilly and the Love-Making
bly she eauld have welcomed any
She Snubbed Napoleon.
Hope, like a flower, slowly is dying,
that gave her natural garrulity
topic
Was a Frost.
Muime de Chevreast, a represenNever to bloom again in life's
chance. "And that wasn't-all 1 had
a
tative of one of the noblest farrsifies
Ifitg years
Slowly they walked In the twilight to put tap with," she continued. "Why
France, declined the honor which --he and she, writes C. W. Taylor, in at one time you didn't know me—you
in
Hearts
sad
where
Lonely the fireside
Napoleon wished to confer on Ecr the Chicago Tribune.
are sighing
called me Dora."
of being maid of honor to his
that
laden
but
He was no longer in the heydey of
joy,
now
with
light
Once
"Did I?" the man asked with eag
sister-in-law, the quern of Spain youth.
erness.
with tears.
She afterward became Josephine's
Time, however, had laid light hands
"You did indeed—and that out once
always affected upon him. So had his barber, but nor 29 times; and all your talk was
Oh. bring back to my arms my dar- dime du palaia, but
to look down on the imperial ccnart. oftener and more artistic-stir, and he Ills bits of a poetry book. My sloer
ling baby
Office 106 Broadway
Phonea:Oftice 385—Residence 1696
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insmtiseate the "sleeping sicleness.' lone it1t*a houses, The
united requblic,editor •,,InStsiTtatifilisof fiicitycHlogy while here,
changes to
Mg
121-123 North Fourth Street.
iAM
vAtiohl disease he contracted whiter make it so these
Pirinremlflees. 'aquae*,nr
igiiilleer
*me can remain.
thoueshd strlth
an innewnlated rat. died The seqttest was
aniNpu
cL thertii..Pre., ..1 •'7-. hit, kit* reading*
referred to the orLondon of the sickness. • dinatice comm:Visei
fors; a sonferenee
BALL LINE.

SAM

CHAMBLESS

SHOT

TO CASES

AGAINST

Gas and Gasoline
Engines
For 11 Purposes

HARRY—E: WALLACE,

fir' Ie., ''

g

CHAUTAUQUA
CLOSES SUNDAY
"..11••••

sat

1110 HOLE IN
111110 STREET

ti

'

28,820

50c COMMIT BOOKS
Harbour's Book Department.

•
=um,
Fir st-Class
Watch Work

BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.

J. in BM,

224 Broadway

PADUCAH, KY.

We have on hand
For Sale:

FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.

'myysinktra aeliphied

4,1.1
•
pf•

'TOWING COMPANY ASSIGNMENT 'I
(Continned from Page One.)
Marriage Licenses.
The clerk yesterday iseued a marriage license to W. S. Simmons,
-aged 32 of Graves county, and Estella
rristee aged 2c of this county. A
-coletteei coupl: Leensed IA,as
Payee, aged 31 of this city, and
'?Willtis Early, aged 38 of Indianapoliz,
-Ind. Both ehe latter have been martied once before.
Surveying For Walks.
Civil Engineer James Wilcox yeseterelay began surveying for the concrete walks that will run through the
-courthouse grounds, giving the proper grades and lines to the workmen
who have dug oue the ground to a
depth sufficient for the walks, and
_deposited ehereirt, the cinders for the
loundation. Work of spreading the
-concrete will commence today or toemorroweand Boswell believes he will
have all 'the pavements finished by
the lee` of next week. When this is
-done there will be entirely completed
the task of potting the courthouse
'building and grounds in first class
-condition, at the cost of several thou-sand dollars. The grounds are recognized as the most beautiful in Paducah, and oec vile) has not seen them
-since last year would hardly recognize the place, the change has been
-so great.
Go to Reform School.
Yies'erday in the juvenile court
Judge Lightfoot ordered that Maple
Smith, colored, and Frank Waggoner,
white, be taken to the state reform
school but They cannot be sent away
until sometime 'n July, as the superintendent of the institution writes he
now has as many as the school will
accommodae, so the Paducah lads
will have to wait until the discharge
of some of the inmates.
Smith is the negro boy who last
'Saturday stole Dr. Bradley's horse
from the physician's sable behind the
ltome on West Beoadway, while the
Waggoner lad is the one who stole
the pair of shoes from , Michelson's
store on South Second street.
HEAR ROaiSEVELT
IS AFTER RIDGELY
Rumor in Washington Secret Inquiry
of Walsh Affair Has Been
•
Ordered .
Washington. D. C. June 2I.—The
-attacks Senator Tillman has made
upon the Chicago bank failures in
which Walsh figured have charged
'William B. Ridgely, comptroller of
the currency, with knowledge of some
of the transactions Walsh was engaged in prior to the failure. Seratter Tillman alleges that Comptroller
Ilidgely knew, or must have known,
that Walsh was keeling large sums
of money belonging to ,the bank to
himself or the concerns he was interested in, and T'llman has tried to
ascertain why this was not stoped
and why the conditions in the Walsh
banks were not taken in hand by the
comptroller
Mr. Ridgely has made no reply to
any of the assertions or inquiries, but
a great deal of gossip has resulted.
A number of peeele are under the impression that the president has already taken cognizance of the allegations thae-ComPtroller Ridgely should
'have taken action before the banks
went tinder.
It is stated that the president has
probably informed the department' of
justice, which has been looking into
the failure, that he wants a full report
-of the whole matter.
The Walsh banks, as is known,
were a sore of clewing house for Illinois politicians. While Senator Cul
lom, who is the father-in-law of W.
R. Ridgley, was not closely connected with the banks it was the purpose
of the banks to accommodate the republican politicians of the state.
:Low Rates to Ashville, N. C., and
Return.
On account of the conference of
-the Young People's Missionary Association at Ashville, N. C., Southey,' Railway will sell eneeirsien tiek
ets to j shville at rate of one first
class fare plus twenty-five cents for
the round tr'-p on June 26, 27 and 28
with return limit of July to, tgo6.
"The Land of the Sky" county Is
attractive at all times and especially
The
mt this season of the year.
glory of the natural surroundings i=
at its height. The Southern Railway
traverses the banks of the French
'Broad river for many miles en rotite
hie Ashville The ecentery of this
-ntountainons region and the delighttful temperature are unsurpassed.
For further information, address
agent of the Southern
any tioloet
Railway or
C. 'H. Hungerford. D. P. A.. No.
•234 Fourth avenue, Louisville, Ky.

WILL NOTSAY' JAMES

AND AGATHA. AN EXPERIMENT
IN TELEPATHY.
BY BARRY PAIN.

The -story cl the little Boer boy
who refused to betray his friends
even cm the etreat of death is told
by Major See, M. P., as an illustraeicm of the deeply 4-oohed love of
fret-Atom off country. It happened
during the lb er war.
."I was, asked," said Major Seely
"Ito get some volunteers and try lc?
capture a corenandant at a place
sonne twenty /riles away. I got the
mem readily, and we set out. It was
a rather despe: Lite enterprise, but we
got there all rieht. I can see the little place yet, the valley and the
farmhouse, and I can hear the clatter of the horses' hoofs. The Boer
genweal had' got away, but where had
he -gone? It wes even a question of
the general catching us, and we not
catching the geeeral. We rode down
and there we saw
to elle farinhiouse,
.
firer boy. and somethe boy if the comyeomen. I ask
here, and he said
mandant had Isurprise: 'Yee.'
in Dutch, take
'VVileere has he gone,' I asked and
The boy became suspicious. He answered.: 'I will not say.'
"I decided to do a thing for which
I hoee I may he iergiven, because
-ay men's lives V..Yt in danger. I
threatened the boy with death if be
would not disclose the whereabouts
of tile general. He s'ill refesol. and
pet him ageing. a wall and said 1
would have him shot. At the same
time I whispered, to my men: 'For
heaven's sake, don't shoot.' The
boy still refused. although I could
see he believed I was going to bave
Wm shot. I ordered the mien to
'Aim.' Every rifle was leveled at
the Loy.
said, 'before I give the
"Wow,'
word which way has the general
gone?"
"I remetrober the look in the boy's
face—a look such as I have never
seen but once. He was transfigured
before me. Something greater al.
most than anything huma-1 shone
from his eyes. He threw back his
head, am) said in Dutch: I will not
say.' There was nothing for it but to
shake bands with the boy and go
"—Singapore Straits Budget,
away.
Post

IflorteM.

They placed sweet flowers upon het
bier.
They sang sweet songs around her;
They wanted all things beatiti;u1
To in her sleep surround her
They seared no trouble or expense
Rut were lavish in their giving;
But eh. I thought, how better far
To have given to her while living!
—Clara Cox Epperson in Gospe!
Advocate.

AN

ECHO OF

WAR

TIMES

Letter to Maj. A. L. Landis Kept 44
Years by Federal Officer,
.At a recent meeting of Confederate Veterans in New Orleans Co!
B. M. Hard was introduced to a
crowd as a Tennesseean, and Lieut.
A. D. Bechtel, now residing in Louisiana, being present, accosted him
with the question whether he knew
Maj. A. L. Landis, laying! "I was
in the iinion wetly and for more than
fart,- years 'have been carrying a letter addressed to Maj. Landis, and I
thought he might be in attendance
here, so concluded to hunt him up.'
He then delivered the letter to Col.
Hord to be given to John T. Landis.
The contents of the communication
will be interesting as showing the
sentiment and feeling existing in
1862, seri the Nashville Banner.
Both Maj. Landis and Mr. Wallace
were well known in Tennessee. It is
somewhat singular that a Federal officer ohotsld have preserved the letter for forty-four years. The letter
is as follows:
"Branch Bank of Tennessee. Shelbyville\ tan. 20. 1862.—Maj. A. L.
By authority
1„audis—Dear Sir:
front the president and cashier of the
bank of Tennessee at Nashville I
have the honour to inform you that
you ate appointed a direobor of this
branch hank for th year commencing the 6 Feb'y proximo for the purview of organization but for the impossibility of your compliance in
consideration of the Noble Cause in
which you are so ardently and patriotica,ly
curly a& your 1517ree-wirt
"1
lw reserved for you in one board
when you shall return front your
eeorieue work of expelling our heartless foes; from the sacred coil of the
south, and especially and directly
from noble old Ky., my native state,
now co deeply and shamefully- humiliated by northern mercenaries and
vandals. Exceuse this digression and
accept my sincerest wishes for your
health and safe return to the bosom
of your interesting family and atteoriation with us in our branch - bank.
Very respectfully your obt srt.
"R. N. WALI.ACE, Caeh'r"
The following memorandum was
made. by Lieut. Bechtel: "Preserved
by A." D. Bechtel. Lalce Charles, La.,
late second lieutenant 7th Pa. Cav.
Picked up at Livingston, Tenn., while
raiding after Morgan."

entucky
Bowling Green,
TrIncational Association. Dates of
"Do you expect to raise any hay
sale June i8th and glib, 5906, limited
to June 23rd, 1906. Round trip rate this year?'
"Nlot much," answered Me. Corn*E-45.
itossel. "-Only jest enough to make
People who agree to everything Else place look like a farm, feo's to
yon say are almost as entertaining as satisfy the feelin's of the Rummer
boardert."—Washington Star.
ate ,phonograph.

"Philadelphia may be a slow burg,
James, as you may already have
guessed, was a very couseieatiout but it's ;20 faster than I am," sighed
young man. As a boy he had been one of the chair holders of an uppet
known at cricket to dispute the deci- Broadway hotel. "The worst part of it
sion of an umpire in his favor. Even all is that the man who turned the
the ordinary social lies were repellent trick on me was an old friend."
"
f
10..,
The sneaker took a deep puff on a
T-T' nevr,••
tr
-'^
superior to that for which he nee cigar of the sort that is usually named
taken his ticket. He never did any- after a man that is dead.
"I drepped in On my friend just for
thing which was not extremely careful and conspicuously honest. With the sake of old times. Coaey lIttla
such a character, there was only one joint he had. Two rooms, faro layout,
thing that the young man coald ultl- sideboard, wheel, folding bed and telephone,
mately become.
"He seemed tickled to death to see
Shortly after he became a reviewei
of fiction for the Daily Record it hap me. Wanted to know all about little
pened that he met Agatha. Agatha old New York. Whether the pavement
bad at a comparatively early age beer was down on Forty-second street yet,
Left an orphan. As her education was where the dead line was now and
defective, and as she did not like whether it sagged as much as it used
children, there was only one thins to. Then we gradually switched the
talk over to the theaters.
that Agatha could become.
It was shortly after Agatha had -be e."'That regandi me,' he said euddenly. 'I know a young fellow right hers
come governess that she and James
In this town that's got every vaudie
met. Her face was wholesome ant
ville artist on the boards to-day shooed
practical, rather than beautiful. For'
to
the ties. He does mind reading that
some weeks he never told
his
would make Heller look like a mental
love. Then one afternoon he took bet
illiterate. Fact is, he's a sort of
to hear an oratorio. It may have beet
nephew of Heller's, come to think of
the effect of the musk, or of the tea It.
But you don't believe it? Wait
and buns at the A B C shop afterward
till I show you.'
or of the long drive to Kilburn througl
"He hustled around until he found
London's romantic dusk. The fact re
a pack of cards.
mains that when they climbed up os
'"Now, I'll tell you what I'll do„' he
the omnibus be called her Miss Brown
said, spreading the cards out on the
and when they parted at the end of the table. 'You pick any card you lik•
journey he called her Agatha.
He from the deck and I'll call our friend
treasured the oratorio programme, anC up
on the phone. If he's there, I'll bet
met her frequently. One night there you $20 even that he can tell you the
was an air of mystery about her.
card you picked over the 'phone.'
"Shortly," she said, "you will see me
"Well, I hated to take money from
In a new light. James."
an insane man like that, but I've al"I would not have you different,' ways heard that they're apt to get vioraid James. This was quite the right lent if you don't let them have their
thing to say, as he had seen it in 3 own way. So I dug out a twenty and
book.
picked the king of clubs.
"East side of Waterloo hridge, about
"'You're on,' I told him soothingly
six to-morrow," said Agatha.
"'I think that his number is 301
"Right," said James. lie would ther Blank,' he said, taking•little notbook
have kissed her, but refrained frorr from his pocket. 'Yea, here it is: Mr.
the publicity which would have attend Adams, 306 Blank. Cell him up yourad the act.
self so's there won't be any question
The next morning there was brougn! about it.'
to his rooms a large parcel of novels ' "I went to the 'phone and got 306
from the Daily Record. He groaned. Blank.
"'Mr. Adams there?' I asked.
because that meant work,and even the
"'Yes, this Is Mr. Adams,' came
reading of novels is not pleasantit
He back.
you happen to be paid for it.
"'Well, I took a card from the deck
would have groanue still more if the
books had not come, because thal just now. What was it?'
"There was a little pause, and then
would have meant no work, and want
of work would have made sundry ro 'Hello. yes, well, It's the king or clubs.'
"Wouldn't that jar you?"
mantic possibilities more remote. Ai
The speaker took another long puff
It was, they had arranged to be mar
ned next year in the sweet sprina on his cigar as if to make himself fortime. Quite quietly. Bride in brow got his other troubles.
"There certainly Is something in
cloth. Honeymoon of seven days al
this occultism that we can't underLattlehampton.
He tore his mind away from romance stand," commented the man on his
in real life and settled down to ro right.
"Yes, there's $20 of mine in it, but I
mance as it is written, and the ven
first volume that he picked up was can understand it, all right enough,"
entitled "A Love of Other Days," br continued the man behind the cigar.
Agatha Brown. This was the nee "Let me finish, will you?
"After my friend had pocketed the
light in which Agatha was to ap
She had written • novel, and $20 he told me how awfully glad he'd
pear.
be was to review it. He wondered if been to see me and to drop in &Safi
the editor of the Daily Record would Soon and he'd try to have Mr. Adams
stand an entire column about an un- up there to meet me.
"I was still thinking about it on the
known genius. James almost regrettrd that he had discovered three un• street a few minutes later when who
known geniuses the week before; It should I run into hut Spider McBride
"Well, I told Spider where I'd bees
waslikely to spoil the market.
about Heller's wohderfu:
and
all
publishthe
name
of
the
He noticed
er, with regret. Agattia would have nephew.
"'You don't say so!' said Spider
done better to have consulted him_
Then he read the book and buried his 'Why, I dropped twenty on that same
face in his hands, for that novel by cues Ain't be a wonder, though? Jen
Agatha Brown was about the most kins, his name is.'
"'No, Aiamse mays I.
putrid thing in fiction that Lad pol"'What' Heller's nephew? Jen
luted his chambers for the last 11
months. It was wrong everywhere; It kins, I tell you. And his telephone
was wrong all through. There is no number's 306 Bleak. I don't droe
worse thing on earth than a bad his. twenty so often but what I can rie
torical novel, and this was a very bad member the details when I do.'
historical eoveL
"'Oh, well, I know his name's
Here, then, Was the eouflict between Adams, but what's the use in fightins
love and duty. Duty was scratched, about it? Let's go in here and get a
and love walked over. By the evening drink.'
"It was a pretty decent sort of •
he bad written a column balling Agatha
Brown asthe greatest genius that the Joint, and we had two or three drinks
country had yet seen. But his heart Then Spider recollected that he want
was broken. For once he had not been ed to telephone to a man named
conscientious. He could not live with Smith, who occasionally did odd jobs
that stain upon his soul. So he deter- for him as government assayer.
mined to meet Agatha on Waterloo
"Spider went to the 'phone, tut less
bridge, take one long, last farewell, as he was about to take the recelv,ei
and then send off the review and com- off the hook the bell rang. Spidet
mit suicide. Agatha was a Uttle late took the message.
for her appointment, and looked very
"'What?' he exclaimed through the
pleased with
'phone. He glanced at the 'phone
sheherslf."W? said.
number. 'Hanged if it isn't! Yes, this
"Why did you not confide in me" is 306 !rank. What do you want?'
he asked, gently. "Why did you not
'Say,' he called over to the bartentell me you had written a book? Pos- der, some one wants to talk to Mr
sibly my practiced judgment might Jones.'
have—"
l think Mr. Jones is the two et
ha en earth are you talking dismones,' he called back to Spider.
about? I've not written any book. I 'You'll find the list under the 'phone
ishouldn t Ws° oily"
book.'
"Then somebody else with your , "I'd gone over to see what the SIMI
name has."
was.
"Has she? What cheek!" She still
-Spider pullee a long typewritten
looked at James somewhat Inquiring- list out from udder the 'phone book
ly. He had an uneasy sense that ahe and glanced at it. Then be handed it
was expecting him to say something, to me, and started talking through the
and that he was not *eying it.
"Well," he said, "what did you 'phne
"oThit.t list had the 52 cards of the
mean then by saying that yen titre deck written out and opposite each one
going to appear in a new light?'
the name of some man. I noted with
"If you happen to be blind." she Interest that the king of clubs was Mr.
answered, rather snappishly, "I can't Adams. Mr. Jenkins, Spider's friend,
give you eyes."
was the nine of hearts.
"Don't be cross, dear. Let's see; it's
"Spider was still talking through the
the same jacket you always wear, and 'pholle
the same skirt."
—11/eatne what I said,' he was say"Oh, don't bother. I've got my ing. 'The elird the r•ntleman took was
hair done up differently, and Is got the four of tipadee. No. this isn't Mr.
a new hat. I don't want ttetalk about Jones. It's Mr. McBride, whom you
it. If you take no interest in my fp introduced to Mr. Jenkins the other
pearance, there's nothing more
be day. And I've got a friend here with
said. What do you think about these me that is looking for a certain Mr.
Japanese now"
Adams with a gun. Good-by.'
The rest of his interview with
"And he hung up the receiver.
Agatha was far from pleasant. lijul
"'Well, anyway.' said Spider, as we
his column review of the novel by het paid our checks, 'we lust made $20 for
namesake was reduced tb two liner on soma poor sucker
that didn't deserve
the subject of Wardour street rule It. I geese he hasn't, got quite its good
bleb. And he was still oonaelent/01U1 an opinion of Helier's
imbue as We
—Tatler.
bad.--N. Y. Sun.
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Excursion:

Henry's
Headache
Powders

St. Louis and Tennessee River Packet company—the cheapest and be*

1 excursion

out of Paducah,

Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suffer from headaches—severe or
mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to

to fin For the Round

Trip to
ePUIUU Tennessee river 86 return

0111 E QUICK
RELIEF.

It is a trip of pleesere, comfort
and rest; good service, good table
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent;
Frank L
Brown, agent.

Basing the pain in a very few
Minutes.

J. II. Oehischlueer

A
Why will you suffer'

DRUGGIST

Whee

SIXTH AND BROADWAY

Dr. Dwight's
Rheumatic
Remedy.

TELEPHONE 63,

Dr. B. T. Hall

will cure that awful pain.
NHas cured others, will cure you.

Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, tell
Call on us, or Phone 38 or 237 and
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.
we wth gladly tell wou about it.
Residence zoo Liey, 010 Phone ifige

BACON'S A. B. DABNEY
DRUG STORES.'

.-DENTIST—

Seventh and Jackson St. 'Phone s37,
Seventh and Clay St. 'Phone 31.

Trambart

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 3oth, z9oti.
SOUTH BOUND
Leave Cincinnati
Leave Louisville
Leave Owensboro
Leave Horse Branch
Leave Central City
Leave Nortonville
Leave Evansville
Leave Nashville
Leave Hopkinsville
Leave Prnceton
Arrive Paducah
Leave Paduzah
Arrive Fulton
ArriveG:bbs, Tenn.
Arrive Rives
Arrive Jackson
Arrive Memphis
Arrive New Orleans

Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
Areee
Arritt
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive

No. tot
8:ao a.m.
12:01
2:28
3:30
408
12:50

p.m.
P.mp.m.
P.m.
•

4:55 PAIL
630 p.m.
635 p.m.
7:20 p.m.
8:06 pm.
8:13 Pia.
6

NORTH BOUND
New Orleans
Memphis
Jackson, Teem
Rives
Fulton
Paducah
Paducah
Princeten
Hopkirse:Oe
Nashvi:ie
Evaneville
•
Nortonville
Central City
Horse Branch
Owensboro
Louisville
Cincinnati

:1:10 p.m
10:35 a.m.
NP. 102

7:to pen.
6:45 a.m.
8:07 a.m.
10:15 1.11L.
11:20 cm.
11:25 a.m.
12:39 pm
6:15 p.m
9:25 p.m
3:45 P.m
i :28 p.m
2:o p.m.
:4:06 p.m.
'4 •53 P.m
5:35 P.m.
sers p.m

No. 103
6:00 p.m.
1:40 p.m.
6:3o p.m.
ea:ofl a.m.
1:03 sin.
1:40 a.m.
4:40 P.m.
7.00 p m.
9:43 p.m.
1:27 am.
340 am.
3:45 Cm.
4'50 a.m.
5:51 CM.
6:es iamb
7:15 a.m.
8:ao a.m.
8:15 p.m.

No.

121

7:3o am.
900 &EL
I1.'05 am.
12:30 p.m.
1:38 p.m.
8:8:30
11:30

a.m.

3:35

4
4:15
20 P:111mt,
6:no p.m.

No. 104
No. ta2
935 a.m.
8:54, p.m.
to:to p.111.
11:58 p.m.
12:35 a.m.
6:co a.m.
1:43 am.
740
1:48 am,
7:5o am.
3:03 am.
9:29 a.m.
5:10 a.m.
..
8 to a.m.
9:45 a.m.
3:51 a.m.
le:35 a.m.
t1:3o a.m.
4:30 a.m.
5.:18 a.m.
12:55 p.m.
@IV a.m. •4:55 P.m7:50 a.m.
4 55 Pm/200 noon

ST. LOUIS DIVISION

Leave
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive

Leave
Leave
leave
Arrive
-

NORTH BOUND
Paducah
Carbondale
Chicago
St. Louis

No
12:46
4:25
6:3p
8:3e

p.m

4:20 plik

p.m
a.m.
p.m.

8:40 pan.
6:30 a.m.
7.20 a.m.

SOUTH SOUND
St. Louis
Chicago
Cabondale
Paducah

No
7:45
2:50
mm :40
3:35

3,o5
a.m.
cm.
a.m.
.in.

No
9:40
6:30
7:05

3e6

No. 374

1I:00

37$
p.m.
p.m.
cm
a.m.

CAIRO-NASHVILLE LINE.
••••10

Arrive
Leave
Arrive
Arr've
Arrive

NOR7.' BOUND
Nathville
Hopkinsvills
ceron .....
Paducah
Paducah
Cairo
St. Louis
Chicago

leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive

SOUTH BOUND
Chicago
St.Louis •...,....
Cairo
Paducah
Padecah
Princeton
Hopkinsville
Nashville

Leave
Leave
Cave-

•1 11.0.&At

4,..•

tor-8ot
See a.m.
11:20 a.m.
1•35 p.m.
4:15 I:em
6:15 p.m
7:45 p.m
7:20 a.m
6:30 a.m.

135-835
6:40
7.45
9:25
9:30
11:10
4:30
9:30

a.m
&M.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.

p.m.
p.m

122-822

136-836

6:20 p.m
9:4o p.m
6:oo am
7:45 a.m.
7:5o cm.
9:29 a.m

9:40 a.m.
1:50 p.m.
5:55 P.m.
7:40 p.m.
3:10 p.m.
4:45 P.m.
6:10 p.m.
9:25 p.m.

Trains marked (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains run
daily. Trains 103 and .104 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati.
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tett and roa sleepers between L,ovievine, Memphis and New Orleans. Thins Sot and Sera sleepers between
Paducah and St. Louis, Train Sot connects at Fast Cairo with aticag*
sleeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. hf: 'RATHER, Ticket 'Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky.
Ky,
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lo
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
vi
S G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicook
W. H. BMX,D. P. Sk T.
el

.4

HE WAS UNIQUE,

IN THE SCHOOL CITY.

WAS ATTACHED TO DOG.
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